
MX100
communications sub-system

retail and food service weighing solutions

MX100 is a resilient
communications sub-system that
provides a transparent interface

between store management and
the scales in stores.
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MX100 is a resilient communications sub-system that
provides a transparent interface between the Retailer’s
primary Store Management module (generally the EPoS
system) and the mixture of scales in the various
departments within the store.

It facilitates price control and product range control of
scales and EPoS system from one point.

It also provides control of scale systems easily - with
100% reliability - when there are a multiplicity of
protocol and communication issues.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

◆ Multiple operating system support
MX100 is designed to operate on most industry
standard computers and operating systems, e.g. UNIX,
Windows 95, 98, NT, ME, 2000 and XP. In most
instances it will operate on the existing store
computer.
◆  Protects customer investment in existing computer

systems.
◆  Ensures easy integration with existing computer

systems.
◆  Simple ASCII file interface enables interface to be

used across multiple operating systems.
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◆ Central control
◆  Ensure correct prices charged in all stores.

Maximize sales in all departments.
◆  No need to re-key prices in store, saving critical

supervisor time.
◆  Enforces compliance with advertised prices.
◆  Ensures correct item descriptions.
◆  Reduces need for in-store training on different

types of scales.
◆  EPoS provided product identifiers in barcodes

ensures labels scanned at checkout are correct
and minimizes unknown products.

◆ Electronic audit trails
◆  Real time information on what was packed/

served and when. Useful for synchronizing
scheduling of tasks, personnel and bakery
production. Reduces staff costs and increases
efficiency.

◆  Identify specific stock lines or departments with
the highest shrinkage. Reduce stock losses.

◆ Simpler integration
◆  Simple file interface and minimal developmental

cost.
◆  Operates at data level – no special knowledge

required.
◆  Provides flexible file/data formats which

minimizes changes required to EPoS application.
◆  Protection of investment; once integrated (will

work with new scales that are added to the
‘support list’ of MX100 (forward compatible).


